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The Relationship between the Metabolic Syndrome
and the Risk of Obstructive Sleep Apnea Evaluated by
STOP-Bang Questionnaire in Professional Drivers in
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Background: The present study was conducted to investigate the relationship between metabolic syndrome
and the risk of respiratory and sleep disorders in professional drivers.
Methods: This case-control study was conducted on professional drivers in Shahroud, Iran. The snoring, tiredness during daytime, observed apnea, high blood pressure, body mass index, age, neck circumference, gender
(STOP-Bang) questionnaire was first used to assess obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Then, based on the questionnaire scores, the participants were divided into two groups: those with and those without OSA. The relationship
between this disorder and metabolic syndrome was then studied. Data were analyzed using descriptive and analytical tests (P<0.05).
Results: Based on the STOP-Bang questionnaire, 214 drivers with a high risk of OSA and 214 drivers with low
risk were recruited for the study. According to the Adult Treatment Panel III criteria, 204 drivers (47.7%) had metabolic syndrome. There was a significant relationship between driver’s license class and the risk of OSA. Metabolic syndrome components including fasting blood sugar, triglycerides, and hypertension, but not high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, were able to predict OSA in the professional drivers.
Conclusion: Given the high prevalence of metabolic syndrome and OSA, especially in drivers of high risk who
may spend long hours transporting good and operating passenger vehicles, screening and treating these disorders are crucial in this part of the population. The researchers recommend holding regular training sessions
about these disorders for professional drivers.
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INTRODUCTION

of mortality after cardiovascular diseases (44.1%) and neoplasms
(15.9%) in Iran.4 The World Health Organization has reported

Global traffic accident mortality statistics show that accidents
are a major challenge in public health for all age groups. Traffic ac1

the estimated annual number of road traffic deaths in Iran as
24,896.5

cidents cause more than five million deaths around the world ev-

A significant number of Iranian drivers have communicated their

ery year, and this rate is expected to increase to 8.5 million by

poor sleep quality, sleepiness while driving, and sleep-disordered

2020. Traffic accidents are the third most common (10.3%) cause

breathing (obstructive sleep apnea [OSA]). Some of the factors

2

3
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that increase the prevalence of road traffic accidents include snor-

treating sleep problems is indispensable to the promotion of adults’

ing, smoking, driving hours during the day, excessive sleepiness,

health.27

and perhaps also apnea.6 A shorter sleep duration is inversely associated with the risk of metabolic syndrome (MetS).

Due to their particular work conditions, drivers are more susceptible to diseases, especially sleep disorders as well as MetS and its

7

MetS or syndrome X is a cluster of conditions commonly associ-

complications. Moreover, traffic accidents, which are the third lead-

ated with abdominal obesity, hypertension, dyslipidemia, hypergly-

ing cause of death in Iran, are a serious threat to the health of drivers

cemia, and possibly insulin resistance.8 Currently, this syndrome is

and consequently to other people’s lives. Considering the risky pro-

considered a threat to the public health of the community because

fession of drivers, their impactful role in the health of others, and

it increases the risk of cardiovascular diseases, type 2 diabetes, and

also the lack of information on this subject in Shahroud, the present

mortality.8-11 Although there are several definitions for the diagno-

study was conducted to investigate MetS and the risk of OSA in

sis of MetS, the most applicable clinical diagnosis is made using the

drivers in Shahroud and find the relationship between them.

Adult Treatment Panel (ATP) III criteria. According to this defini-

METHODS

tion, the patient should have at least three cardiovascular risk factors simultaneously.

12

The prevalence of this syndrome has increased in recent years.

Study design and participants

The literature suggests that the prevalence of MetS ranges from

This case-control study was conducted on some of the profes-

12.8% to 41.7% in different countries, while it has been reported as

sional drivers of Shahroud. Professional drivers are responsible for

22%–31% in Iran.

Many factors, such as lifestyle (physical activ-

transporting almost all passengers and road freight under the su-

ity and diet) and socioeconomic status, play significant roles in the

pervision of the Iran Road Maintenance & Transportation Organi-

development of MetS.

zation. Three types of driver’s license classes related to the types of

13,14

15-17

Sleep is a vital biological process that is essential for growth since

cars driven exist in Iran: a class 1 certificate is a license for driving

the stage of prenatal development. Sleep has a bilateral interaction

trucks heavier than 6 tons and passenger cars carrying more than

with the cardiovascular,

21,22

26 people, a class 2 certificate authorizes the driving of trucks

Poor sleep quality is associated with a high risk of cognitive impair-

weighing up to 6 tons and passenger cars with capacities of up to

ment, poor academic performance, behavioral disorders, traffic ac-

26 people, and a class 3 certificate is the most common license for

cidents, and chronic conditions such as obesity. Obstructive sleep

driving motorcars with a maximum total weight of 3.5 tons and

apnea-hypopnea syndrome (OSAS) is a disorder characterized by

< 10 passengers, depending on the type of the vehicle.

18,19

respiratory, and endocrine systems.
20

23

repetitive upper airway collapse and oxygen desaturation during

The participants were briefed on the study objectives and then

sleep. The syndrome is estimated to affect 2%–4% of the popula-

signed informed consent forms, which indicated the risks, benefits,

tion. Common complaints of patients with OSAS include severe

and voluntary decision of participation in this study. The research

sleepiness during the day, fatigue, irritability, depression, and cog-

protocol was approved by Shahroud University of Medical Scienc-

nitive impairment.

es with the ethics code IR.SHMU.REC.1395.174. The snoring,

24

25

26

Due to its high prevalence, OSAS affects the entire general popu-

tiredness during daytime, observed apnea, high blood pressure,

lation (almost 4% of men and 2% of women) and also has negative

body mass index (BMI), age, neck circumference, gender (STOP-

health effects such as cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, neu-

Bang) questionnaire (SBQ) was used to evaluate sleep disorders in

ropsychiatric changes, and poor quality of life. Sufficient sleep is

the participants.

27

essential for physical and mental health. Nonetheless, many adults

Since the study was case-controlled, the prevalence reported

suffer from multiple problems associated with the lack of or poor

for MetS in the study by Kiełbasa et al.28 was used to determine

sleep, including cognitive impairment and behavioral problems,

the sample size for assessing sleep disorders and its relationship

obesity, and the risk of life-threatening accidents. Detecting and

with MetS. In their study, the prevalence of sleep disorders was

56 | https://www.jomes.org
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75% in the subjects with MetS and 62% in the normal subjects.

in men and more than 88 cm in women), TG ≥ 150 mg, HDL cho-

The SBQ was also used in their study, just like in the present study.

lesterol < 40 mg/dL in men and HDL cholesterol < 50 mg/dL in

Finally, the sample size for this study was estimated as 214 per

women, blood pressure ≥ 130/85 mmHg, and fasting blood glu-

group.

cose ≥ 110 mg/dL.

From the 948 professional drivers presenting to the Kasra occu-

Blood samples were taken from all participants after 12 hours of

pational clinic for their annual physical and laboratory examina-

fasting, and the serums were sent to the laboratory of Razavi Clinic,

tions, 428 drivers with low and high risks of OSA were selected for

affiliated with Shahroud University of Medical Sciences, for LDL

the two groups. The study by Kiełbasa et al.28 was used to calculate

cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, total cholesterol, TG, and blood glu-

the number of participants for measuring sleep disorders and their

cose testing. All participants were examined with the same method.

relationship to MetS. The inclusion criteria consisted of partici-

Then, the relationship between MetS and the risk of OSA was in-

pants’ easier accessibility and consent to participate in the study.

vestigated in the drivers of Shahroud. All of the tests were two-

The inclusion criterion for the first group was having a low risk of

tailed, and the level of statistical significance was set at 0.05 by IBM

OSA based on the SBQ, and for the second group, the criterion

SPSS version 23 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

was having a high risk of OSA. The participants were then divided
into two groups of 214. Their age range was 22–69 years (mean,

Questionnaire design

44.18± 11.57 years).

STOP-Bang questionnaire
The SBQ includes eight items: snoring, tiredness, observed ap-

Data collection, analysis, and statistical analysis

nea, high blood pressure, BMI more than 30 kg/m2, age older than

The SBQ is a questionnaire to screen for OSA, which was dis-

50 years, neck circumference more than 40 cm, and male gender.

tributed among the participants. It consists of eight items, includ-

The questionnaire predicts the likelihood of OSA and respiratory

ing snoring, tiredness, observed apnea, high blood pressure, BMI

complications after surgery.19 The SBQ items are dichotomous

more than 30 kg/m2, age older than 50 years, neck circumference

(yes/no). One point is given to a “yes” answer and no points are

more than 40 cm, and gender. Risk of OSA was the independent

given to the answer “no”. Having three or more positive answers in-

variable examined in this study, and the MetS was the dependent

dicates a high risk of OSA, and having less than three positive an-

variable. The relationship between these variables and the likeli-

swers shows a low risk of OSA.19

hood of joining the sleep disorder group was evaluated. Adjust-

To examine the validity and reliability of the Persian version of

ments were made for confounding variables including age, educa-

the SBQ, in 2015, Sadeghniiat-Haghighi et al.29 used the tool on

tion, household size, income, socioeconomic status, and smoking

603 patients admitted to sleep clinics and performed polysomnog-

status.

raphy on them. In the analysis of reliability, 124 patients were found

The paraclinical data obtained included low-density lipoprotein

to have similar scores in STOP, and 130 patients suffered from the

(LDL) cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol,

same level of OSA. According to the polysomnography of 438 pa-

triglycerides (TG), fasting blood sugar (FBS), and blood pressure.

tients, 20.4% had mild OSA, 18.9% had moderate OSA, and 33.3%

Blood pressure was tested with a single manometer for all the partic-

had severe OSA. Eventually, it was concluded that the Persian ver-

ipants, from their left arms, in upright seated position, with the legs

sion of the questionnaire serves the same function as the original

uncrossed. Pars Azmun kits (Karaj, Iran) were used for laboratory

one.29

tests.
To estimate the prevalence of MetS, data including waist circum-

RESULTS

ference, TG, HDL cholesterol, FBS and hypertension were evaluated.
MetS is diagnosed based on three or more criteria of the ATP III,

By administering the SBQ, we selected 214 drivers (22.57%) as

including abdominal obesity (waist circumference more than 102 cm

high-risk for OSA and 214 drivers (22.57%) as low-risk for OSA
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from 948 total referred professional drivers. According to the

driver’s license class and marital status and the risk of OSA (P< 0.05).

ATP III criteria, 204 drivers (47.7%) had MetS out of 428 partici-

Table 3 presents the correlations of the other demographic vari-

pants. Among the SBQ scores of the 428 drivers, the mean score

ables and some of the parametric clinical variables with the risk of

was 2.32 ± 1.074, with the minimum score being 0 and the maxi-

OSA calculated by Pearson correlation analysis. According to Table

mum 5.

3, the number of children, TG, total cholesterol, FBS, hip circum-

Table 1 compares the parametric demographic data and some of
the clinical variables between the two groups (low and high risk of

ference, and wrist circumference had a positive and significant correlation with the risk of OSA (P< 0.05).

OSA) by independent t-test analysis. According to Table 1, the

Based on the ATP III definition, MetS is indicated when three

number of children, hip circumference, wrist circumference, FBS,

variables are out of the normal range. These variables include ab-

total cholesterol, TG, and LDL cholesterol were significantly higher

dominal circumference, FBS, TG, HDL cholesterol, and blood

in the high-risk group than the low-risk group (P < 0.05). Table 2

pressure. In this study, the highest frequency (337, 78.8%) of MetS

presents a comparison of the risk of OSA based on the nonpara-

was observed in the cases with HDL cholesterol <40 mg/dL. The

metric variables, including driver’s license class, driving style, and

relationship between suffering MetS and the risk of OSA was as-

marital status, as assessed by the chi-square test. Given the results

sessed by chi-square test (P< 0.05); there was a significant relation-

presented in Table 2, there was a significant relationship between

ship between them. In the group with the high risk of OSA, 145
drivers had MetS. More details are provided in Table 4.
To evaluate the MetS-predicting variables (except waist circum-

Table 1. A comparison of the parametric demographic and clinical variables according to the risk of OSA

ference) of sleep apnea, binary logistic regression analysis was used,

Risk of OSA

as shown in Table 5. According to Table 5, MetS variables including

Variable
No. of children
Hip circumference (cm)
Wrist circumference (cm)
FBS (mg/dL)
Total cholesterol (mg/dL)
TG (mg/dL)
HDL cholesterol (mg/dL)
LDL cholesterol (mg/dL)

Low

t

High

1.55± 0.59
101.55± 6.60
17.88± 1.05
88.47± 11.78
180.81± 38.21
154.91± 56.62
38.58± 8.79
111.89± 31.99

df

P

2.98± 1.16 –14.87 311.08 < 0.01
108.86± 8.17 –10.15 406.14 < 0.01
19± 1.14 –10.56 426
< 0.01
98.63± 23.28 –5.69 315.34 < 0.01
192.43± 42.26 –2.98 426
< 0.01
178.79± 86.15 –3.38 368.10 < 0.01
38.29± 8.84
0.34 426
0.73
119.54± 34.13 –2.37 421
0.01

Values are presented as mean± standard deviation.
OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; FBS, fasting blood sugar; TG, triglycerides; HDL, highdensity lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein.

Table 2. A comparison of the risk of OSA based on the nonparametric variables
Variable
Driver’s license class
Class 1
Classes 2, 3
Driving style
Transporting passenger
Heavy road vehicle
Marital status
Married
Single

Risk of OSA
Low

High

126
88

155
59

46
168

50
164

χ2

df

P

9.50

2

0.01

0.21

1

0.32

20.56
181
33

OSA, obstructive sleep apnea.
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208
6

1

0.01

FBS, TG, and hypertension (based on both systolic and diastolic
blood pressures), but excluding HDL cholesterol, were able to predict OSA in the professional drivers (P< 0.05).

Table 3. The correlation of some of the parametric variables with the risk of OSA
(n= 214)
Variable
No. of children
HDL cholesterol (mg/dL)
TG (mg/dL)
Total cholesterol (mg/dL)
FBS (mg/dL)
Hip circumference (cm)
Wrist circumference (cm)

Mean± SD

r

P

2.38± 1.19
38.43± 8.81
166.85± 73.78
186.62± 40.66
93.55± 19.11
105.21± 8.27
18.44± 1.23

0.54
0.01
0.18
0.12
0.21
0.56
0.56

0.01
0.43
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; SD, standard deviation; HDL, high-density lipoprotein;
TG, triglycerides; FBS, fasting blood sugar.

Table 4. The relationship between having MetS and risk of OSA
Risk of OSA

Having
MetS

Low

High

No
Yes

155
59

69
145

Total

χ2

P

224
204

69.27

< 0.01

MetS, metabolic syndrome; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea.
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Table 5. The MetS-predicting variables of OSA based on the regression analysis
Variable

B

FBS (mg/dL)
TG (mg/dL)
HDL cholesterol (mg/dL)
HTN by systolic pressure (mmHg)
HTN by diastolic pressure (mmHg)

–1.46
–0.57
–0.17
0.77
0.62

SE

Wald

Sig

Odds ratio

95% CI

0.26
0.21
0.26
0.24
0.28

30.79
7.27
0.43
10.29
4.88

< 0.01
< 0.01
0.50
< 0.01
0.02

0.23
0.56
0.83
2.17
1.86

0.13–0.38
0.36–0.85
0.49–1.41
1.35–3.50
1.07–3.22

MetS, metabolic syndrome; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; SE, standard error ; Sig, significance; CI, confidence interval; FBS, fasting blood sugar; TG, triglycerides; HDL, high-density
lipoprotein; HTN, hypertension.

DISCUSSION

sleep deprivation tolerance, and having the evolving part of the
brain involved in decision-making in young drivers (18–40 years).

According to the definition of MetS based on the ATP III crite-

As expected, there was a significant relationship between having

ria, 204 drivers (47.7%) had MetS. In line with the present study,

MetS and the risk of OSA. The regression analysis showed that

Lemke et al., in a cross-sectional study of 262 long-haul truck

MetS variables, including FBS, TG, hypertension (based on both

drivers, suggested that almost 60% of the subjects met MetS crite-

systolic and diastolic blood pressures) but excluding HDL choles-

ria; it was also shown that driving experience and sleep quality

terol, could predict sleep apnea in the professional drivers. Obesity

were associated with the prevalence and severity of MetS. In addi-

(especially central obesity) is the core pathology for both MetS and

tion, Huang et al. declared that professional bus and taxi drivers

OSA. Thus, to reveal the variables predicting OSA according to

showed a higher incidence of MetS than regular drivers.

MetS parameters, waist circumference was excluded.

30

31

Number of children, hip circumference, wrist circumference,

According to the results of Shayestefar et al.,34 drivers with MetS

FBS, total cholesterol, TG, and LDL cholesterol were significantly

suffer from more sleep disorders. Also, they hypothesize that there

higher in the high-risk for OSA group than in the low-risk group.

is a bi-directional association between sleep disorders and MetS.

Also, the factors associated with OSA included driver’s license class

Vgontzas et al.35 revealed that there is considerable evidence sug-

and marital status. All demographic and parametric variables that

gesting that the MetS causes OSA, including the well‐characterized

were included in the SBQ were excluded in analysis. As demonstrat-

role of obesity in the development of OSA, the effect of MetS on

ed, in addition to the central obesity variables (e.g., abdominal cir-

upper airway pathophysiology, the parallel prevalence of MetS and

cumference, weight, and BMI), larger wrist and hip circumferences

OSA across a lifetime, and emerging evidence that inflammation

can raise the risk of OSA. A new finding is the relationship of driv-

mediates this relationship. A study by Koo et al.36 to clarify the rela-

er’s license class with the risk of OSA, which indicates that drivers

tionship between sleep variables and the presence of MetS in 85

of trucks more than 6 tons and passenger cars more than 26 people

patients with OSA revealed that patients with MetS had a signifi-

are at high risk of OSA, and this is not dependent on the type of

cantly higher Apnea-Hypopnea Index compared to patients with-

vehicle. These drivers have a very important and high-risk occupa-

out MetS, and Korean patients frequently had OSA with MetS. In

tion, which means more attention should be focused on them.

line with this outcome, Chen37 also suggested that circadian

In a study of 1,413 freight and passenger train drivers, Gu et al.32

rhythms play an overarching role in the intricate relationships

demonstrated that 48.43% of the drivers had poor sleep quality.

among MetS, OSA, and hypertension. In addition, Borel38 studied

Sleep quality was found to have a significant relationship with oc-

sleeping habits and MetS and found that the metabolic results of

cupation type, workout type, smoking, and alcohol consumption;

OSAS can contribute to MetS. It was predictable that hypertension

meanwhile, it had no relationship with education, marital status,

can predict the risk of OSA, but both systolic and diastolic pres-

or age. Furthermore, Shekari Soleimanloo et al. argued that sleep-

sures can predict the risk of OSA.

33

related accidents can be associated with little time to sleep, low
J Obes Metab Syndr 2021;30:55-62
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cholesterol level cannot predict the risk of OSA, while others MetS

analysis and interpretation of data: SJ and MS; drafting of the man-

variables can. Also, there was no difference in the mean level of

uscript: MS and SJ; critical revision of the manuscript: MHE and

HDL cholesterol in the two groups, and the levels were in the nor-

MS; statistical analysis: MS and SJ; administrative, technical, or

mal range. In contrast, Kong et al. revealed in a meta-analysis

material support: MHE and MS; and study supervision: MS.

39

study that the severity of MetS was accompanied by higher glucose
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